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(I)  “Folding Hands: Moving from Unconscious Incompetence to Conscious and Unconscious 
Competence.” 
 
Purpose: To demonstrate how hard it is to change unconscious habits … UNLESS we have a 
compelling reason to do so.  A secondary purpose is to appreciate those whose habits may be 
different from our own, and recognize the natural impulse to resist change. 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Ask participants to fold their hands together, interlacing them completely until their 
thumbs are resting comfortably on top of one another. 

2. Tell them to notice that either their right thumb …. Or their left thumb … should be on 
top. 

3. Ask the entire room, “How many of you have your RIGHT thumb resting on top?”  (Tell 
them to look around and notice how many share “their” natural resting position.) 

4. Repeat the question for those “whose LEFT thumb is resting on top?”  (Tell them to look 
around the room as well to notice how many share “their” natural resting preference.) 

5. What do you notice?  The general distribution is 50/50.  You may interject some humour 
at this point, by saying:  “In other words, half of you are doing it wrong..” 

6. Actually, there is no “right” or “wrong” way to how we naturally prefer to fold our 
hands.  How we do so is really of no consequence in the world.  HOWEVER, how we 
engage around diversity and inclusion issues IS of consequence, and – just like our 
natural preference for how we fold our hands (or arms – see attached) – we tend to 
have developed an UNCONSCIOUS attachment to certain ways of thinking, talking and 
acting. 

7. “Now for the CHALLENGING/hard part of this exercise!  UNFOLD your hands and 
interlace them back together again the way the OTHER half of the room does it!”   

8. Wait for the inevitable groans to permeate the room, then ask:  “What was your 
IMMEDIATE reaction when you did this?”  (Responses will include: “Uncomfortable.”  
“Unnatural.”  “Hard!”  “Had to think about it.”  Or – more basically – just plain “UGH!” 

9. Ask:  “What did you want to do?”  (Response: “Go right back to the way we are 
COMFORTABLE with…”) 

10. Ask: “WHY did you want to go back?” (The response basically is: “Because we just plain 
are not comfortable with doing it differently.  i.e., we PREFER to stay with what is 
COMFORTABLE for us.) 

11. LINK this to the Powerpoint slide tracing the movement from “Unconscious 
Incompetence” to “Conscious Incompetence” to Conscious COMPETENCE, and tell them 
the story about the left-handed pitcher (but right-handed PERSON!) Billy Wagner (you 
can look him up on Google) – See PPT slide renditions below.  
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The MAIN points to emphasize here are: 
 

1. The CRITICAL moment is how we respond when confronted with our own discomfort:  
Do we take it as a sign to RETREAT (and stay on the “comfortable” / left-hand side of the 
vertical dividing line between “incompetence” and “competence” in the diagram above) 
… or do we regard it as a SIGN that the only reason we are uncomfortable is that we 
have not PRACTICED the new/desired/envisioned behaviors enough to BECOME 
comfortable with them!   
 
The logic for the former stance is:  “I’m not comfortable with this, so – therefore – I 
should not have to do it.”  Note that the unstated logic is “Because I am coming from a 
position of privilege, I DO NOT HAVE TO DO IT, SO I WON’T.”  Welcome to how it feels to 
be in a subordinated (uncomfortable) position EVERY DAY!  (-:   
 
This exercise therefore also has the potential to generate some EMPATHY in this 
respect. 
 

2. Anything we do for the first (or second, or third etc.) time WILL be or feel “unnatural.”  
There WILL be awkwardness, AT FIRST.  But that awkwardness WILL gradually dissipate 
as we become SKILLED at the new thinking, language, and/or behavior.  We just have to 
COMMIT and know that this will be true.  We cannot take our initial discomfort with a 
desired course of action as evidence that the action itself is unworthy of effort. 

 
3. Finally, note that people – ALL of us! -  CAN and WILL persist through the awkwardness 

phase of adjustment IF – LIKE the right-handed BILLY WAGNER who became an All-Star, 
lightning fast (100 mph+) MLB pitcher when his natural (right-handed) pitching arm was 
shattered in high school – we CARE ENOUGH ABOUT THE OUTCOME to “be comfortable 
with the temporary discomfort” …. Until the new thoughts, language and/or behaviors 
become a new HABIT.  What we can then literally call “SECOND nature” takes hold, and 
we are now COMFORTABLE with (and proficient at) what was once uncomfortable!  We 
can do it.  We just have to care enough to try, and try again! 
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